
Proximate & Ultimate
Causation

The focus of all science…



Why something happened…
What Caused the why?

• A proximate cause is an event which is closest
to, or immediately responsible for causing, 
some observed result. 

• This exists in contrast to a higher-level 
ultimate cause (or distal cause) which is 
usually thought of as the "real" reason 
something occurred.

• In Biology, first we locate the proximate cause 
(Why something occurred) but we eventually 
want to know the ultimate cause.



Airplane Crash

• An airplane crashed over the gulf of Mexico.

– Proximate Cause:  The airplane was not able to 
move fast enough to force air under its wings in a 
way that it creates air-bouyancy.  The plane lost 
altitude due to gravity and eventually crashed.

– Ultimate Cause: Faulty electrical wiring caused an 
electric short in the engine.  This caused the 
engine to fail.  Without engine propulsion the 
plane could not create the speed required and 
crashed



Ultimate cause = proximate cause?

• In most situations, an ultimate cause may 
itself be a proximate cause for a further 
ultimate cause. 

– Why did the electrical short occur.

• Proximate: It was not cleaned by the electrical 
engineer prior to takeoff

• Ultimate:  The electrical engineer was not adequately 
trained to work with the plane model that crashed
– This often leads to another proximate and ultimate cause…



Proximal & Ultimate (Distal) Causation
(Ecology)

To give a biological example:

Why does the peacock have such long 
tail feathers?



If… Then….
• From an evolutionary view point, scientists have 

come to the consensus that for a trait to be 
visible in a population, its benefit (fitness 
increase) must outweigh any detriment (risk) to 
its fitness

• The benefit must also have an ultimate causation 
for how it increases fitness…

• A peacock is clearly slowed down by the 
heavyweight tail feathers, and they expend a 
massive amount of energy creating and carrying 
the feathers

• If the feathers are detrimental, Then what 
ultimately causes them to be beneficial?



Evolutionary Rule #1
(Form has a function)

• Every trait that we see commonly throughout 
a population must have a positive fitness 
affect.

– This also, but to a lesser affect is usually true for 
even most uncommon traits within a population.

– It is rarely true of traits that are rare or no longer 
seen within a population



Evolutionary Rule #2
(Changing Positive)

• Traits that have a positive fitness affect only 
do so because of the environmental pressure 
presently at that time

– If the selective pressure changes, it also often 
changes the affect of the trait

– This can cause a positive trait to become negative 
or a negative trait to become positive



Evolutionary Rule #3
(Selfish Gene)

• Genes have an innate ability to increase their 
likelihood of being passed on to the next 
generation.

• This controversial concept, devised by Richard 
Dawkins, gave research based reason for why 
organisms seem to be obsessed with passing on 
and attaining the best genes possible

• Although this rule is still in its infancy, it seems to 
have the ability to explain selective pressures (like 
the transition to sexual reproduction) that were 
previously “unexplained”

• It also explains Segregation Distorter Genes



Segregation Distorter Genes
• In principle, the two parental alleles have 

equal probabilities of being present in the 
mature gamete. 

• However, there are several mechanisms that 
lead to an unequal transmission of parental 
alleles from parents to offspring. 

– One example is a gene, called a segregation 
distorter, that "cheats" during meiosis or 
gametogenesis and thus is present in more than 
half of the functional gametes.



The Selfish Gene

• It is also important to remember, when 
considering the selfish gene, that natural 
selection happens as often within a 
population as it does between them

• When trying to decide the evolutionary 
reason for a trait, often times the selective 
pressure is intraspecific

• IE:  Sexual selection and mate competition

• IE: Y killer genes & genes that benefit only one 
sex
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Evolutionary Rule #4
(The red queen)

• As organisms change due to natural selection, 
so do the pressures that are on the organism.  
Therefore, the evolution of fitness and 
selective pressures could be said to coevolve.

• The term is taken from the Red Queen's race in 
Lewis Carroll's book, Through the Looking-Glass. 

• The Red Queen said, "It takes all the running 
you can do, to keep in the same place." 

• This rule is the focus of the evolutionary arms 
race



Natural Selection 
• The reason natural selection is called the 

‘engine’ that drives evolution is because it is 
this selection that causes change

• As a specific trait is chosen for it begins to 
become dominantly seen in a community

• Sometimes that change begins to separate the 
different members of a community 
– Especially if there is habitat separation of species

• If this occurs, you may begin to get new 
species over time

• The new species would have ‘evolved’ from 
the original species



Positive Indicators of Fitness
• Many organisms are drawn to fitness 

indicators.

– IE: Stronger, larger, holds better territory

– Fitness indicators are usually directly connected to 
“# of offspring,” “survival of offspring,” and/or 
“likelihood of offspring being ‘attractive’.”

• Good indicators are ones that must not be 
fake able 

– You can either be the most fit, or the best liar

• Most organisms will go out of their way to 
flaunt the fitness indicators they have



Fit or Tricky 
• What does an organism do if they do not posses 

the “most fit” traits?

– 1. Either, they try to accentuate the good traits they 
have (IE:  Flaunting, mimickery)

– 2. They do not reproduce (the lonely man syndrome)

– 3. Or they cheat and steal 

• Many organisms attempt to steal territory and mates 
(especially in harem groups)

• Some organisms wait in the wings to steal mates

– Some organisms may even mimic females to join a 
harem



Evolutionary Rule #5
The big NO-NO!

• The problem with natural selection is that 
everyone thinks that it gives a new species 
what it needs to survive

• However, that is not at all the case

• Natural selection merely chooses for a trait 
that is already there

• It DOES NOT give a trait

• Over time, it may make a trait better or more 
distinct, but the trait needed to already be 
there in the first place



Tools of Evolution

• Evolutionary Biologists have used several 
common techniques for proving and mapping 
evolution:

– Fossils

– Vestigial Traits

– Structural Homologies

– Embryological Homologies

– Tissue (cellular) Homologies

– Comparative Evolution



Fossils
• We can to some degree use fossils to map 

evolution

• However, there are large gaps in the fossil 
record that to the common person seem 
strange

• It is often forgotten when viewing the many 
dinosaur fossils found in museums that the 
dinosaurs existed for MILLIONS of years, and 
that is the only reason why there are a lot of 
fossils of them

• Most species are lost without ever being 
fossilized 



Vestigial Traits

• One of the main forms of evidence for 
evolution is the presence of Vestigial organs 

• This is an organ that is either incompletely 
developed or reduced and has no apparent 
use 

• Often these organs are remarkably similar to 
other organs in similar species



Vestigial Traits
• The Wings on Flightless Birds 
• Hind Leg Bones in Whales 
• Body hair and goose bumps on humans
• Human tailbone
• Blind fish and subterranean organisms
• Human wisdom teeth
• Sex organs of dandelions (clones)
• Fake sex in whiptailed lizards
• Male breast tissue and nipples (Mirroring?)
• Human appendix (plant/undercooked meat 

digestion)



Evolutionary Rule #6
The other big NO NO!

• Evolution is NOT LINEAR! (it is not a straight 
line!!)

• Evolution states that things evolve from 
COMMON DESCENT or common ancestors

• Evolution by no means has ever claimed that 
humans are descendants of monkeys, only that 
they shared a common ancestor

• Only the most fit organism filling a niche will 
survive, therefore nearly all “ancestral organism” 
have been replaced by transitional forms



Structural Homologies

• Any two morphological traits (morphology is 
the study of the form or shape of an organism 
or part thereof) that are similar between 
species

• The observable similarities between species

• This has become the leading evidence for 
divergent evolution (the evolution we 
commonly discuss)

• Common structures help to give evidence of 
ancestral organisms and common ancestry 



Evolutionary Rule #7
Violating Hardy-Weinberg

• For evolution to be occurring in a population, 
the Hardy-Weinberg principle must be 
violated at some point

• Dr. Hardy & Dr. Weinberg were charged with 
statistically showing that evolution occurs 
within a population

• They came up with a list of assumptions that 
would only occur in a non-evolving population



Proving Evolution
• One issue that evolutionary biologists always 

dealt with is the slow process of evolution in 
animals

• But realize at a genetic level, evolution is 
much more observable

– When a mutation occurs it is visible in an 
individual.

– If it the mutation is successful, it will become 
quickly visible within a population

– If the population is separated and genetic flow is 
prevented, evolution will speed up

– This is how you can observe SPECIATION



Proving Evolution

• However, it is not always easy to sequence the 
genes in a population, and it is definitely NOT 
cheap

• How can you prove evolution, affordably???

– The same way you prove if your independent variable 
had an affect on your experiments…
• USE YOUR NULL HYPOTHESIS

• That was the idea used by G. H. Hardy & Wilhelm 
Weinberg who published independently in 1908



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
• The Hardy–Weinberg principle states that both 

allele and genotype frequencies in a population 
remain constant

• —that is, they are in equilibrium—from 
generation to generation unless specific 
“disturbing influences” are introduced.

• In this equilibrium, there is NO evolution by 
natural selection
– The population WILL NOT CHANGE if it is in Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium

• It is in the “disturbing influences” that evolution 
and natural selection exist



“disturbing influences” = 
H-W Assumptions

• The disturbing influences mentioned are what 
are called the H-W assumptions, that MUST 
be true for a population to remain unchanged

– No selection is occurring

– No genetic drift is occurring or random allele 
frequency changes

– No Gene Flow

– No Mutations

– Mating is random within a population





3 Types of Natural Selection

• Directional selection is when allele 
frequencies change in one direction

– This will change the average value of a trait



3 Types of Natural Selection
• Stabilizing Selection is when the selection 

causes NO CHANGE in the average value of a 
trait over time, BUT can reduce the genetic 
variation.



3 Types of Natural Selection
• Disruptive selection is the selection that 

eliminates the phenotypes near the average 
value and favors the extremes 





Evolutionary Rule #8
Intergenomic Conflict Theory

• Traits that we see within a population are the result of gene 
conflict
– A gene, by definition, is the result of genes that were successful 

at the expense of other genes

• Genes can be thought of as individuals striving to get ahead
– A gene on its own is one v.s. many

– Genes working together (gene cooperation of a chromosome) 
has a way to allow gene specialization
• Gene fate is based on the quality of the team

– Sexual reproduction is a way for a good gene to get off of a bad 
team 
• It is possible that our “want to have sex” is derived by the wants of our 

genes



Genetic Transposons
*Jumping Genes*

• Sex is a way for genes to spread horizontally 
(from one organism to another) as well as 
vertically (from one generation to another
– (Think of how rabies virus spreads by making the host 

want to bite other potential hosts)

• A jumping gene is a gene that can cut themselves 
out of one chromosome and stitch themselves 
into other chromosome
– (This can be very detrimental to the organism, but is 

usually good for the gene *Outlaw genes*)

• These genes commonly can affect behavior of the 
organism or can affect how genes are passed 
from one gene to another



Outlaw Genes and the 
Scaled Insect

• The scaled insect is bug species that reproduces 
sexually

• Occasionally, the egg is fertilized by more than one 
sperm.
– If that sperm contains an outlaw *jumping* gene, the 

sperm allows another sperm to fertilize the egg, and 
develops outside of the developing egg.

– Once the creature matures, the “jumping gene” sperm cell 
eats out the gonad of the developing embryo and replaces 
them with gonads of the jumping gene sperm

– The insect then produces sperm or eggs that are 
completely separate from the genes of the organism

– The jumping gene spreads at the expense of the species…



Cooperation When Beneficial
• Genes work together to create and run a body for 

the benefit of all of the other genes
– Anything detrimental that a gene does can negatively 

affect the entire body as a whole and reduce the 
organisms fitness

– The genes as a whole are benefitted by eliminating 
any rouge genes that could cause such problems
• (Over 20% of our junk DNA may in fact be genes that went 

rouge and were suppressed by other genes in the body)

• The best opportunity for a gene to go rogue 
occurs when genes stop working together, which 
occurs during Meiosis
– Anything a gene can do to increase its likelihood of 

making it into an egg or sperm would greatly benefit 
the gene (Meiotic Distorters) 



Nobody is Descended from Abel  
• On chromosome 2 on a certain type of fruit fly exists a 

segregation distorter gene that kills the other 
“matching gene” of itself.

• Let’s call this gene Cain and the matching gene Abel
– If Cain can kill all of Abel, it guarantees itself a spot in the 

next generation (instead of 50/50 chance)

– But Abel is Cain’s nearly identical twin, so any poison it 
uses to kill Able is risky

– Cain would need another gene to help protect it from the 
poison

• This is where Meiosis is so beneficial.  Crossing over 
occurs in Meiosis which can swap the protection of Cain 
to Abel

• The result is that Cain commits suicide

• Crossing over occurs in every chromosome, except the X  
and the Y



Natural or Sexual

• We have already discussed natural selection in 
its entirety… the idea that the fittest 
organisms survive

• SO WHY DO ADAPTATIONS THAT DO NOT 
PROMOTE FITNESS EXIST?????????

– This idea not only perplexed Darwin, but it was 
the main attack used by those who disagreed with 
Darwin’s legendary theory…



Sexual Selection

• The fourth type of selection is not a direct form 
of natural selection, but rather it is the selection 
that occurs when a phenotype is favored in order 
to increase mating…

• This is called Sexual Selection and was also a 
theory published by Darwin later in his life
– It was called his last great theory

• Sexual selection often conflicts with natural 
selection in that some phenotypes that are 
favored may not increase fitness

• THIS IS STILL A “NATURAL SELECTION”



Sexual Dimorphism

• As the name implies, sexual dimorphism is any 
trait that differs among different sexes of the 
same species

– Manes in some lions

– Tails on peacocks

– Antlers on deer

• Sexual dimorphism is generally caused by 
sexual selection 



Evolutionary rule #9
The Sexy Son 

• Sexual selection is as much of pressure within a 
species as intra-specific pressure is from one 
species to another

• The Sexy Son is a theory that states that sexually 
attractive parents tend to make sexually 
attractive offspring

• Therefore, an organism that contains genes that 
are sexually appealing to their mate has the best 
chance of producing successful offspring

• As it was stated by Weatherhead and Robertson 
in 1979, it was claimed to be the only reason for 
female selection



Evolutionary Anthropology

• How is it possible that some ancestral, 
probably arboreal ape like organism could 
have evolved into the big brained, incredibly 
social, inventive ape species that has 
conquered nature, explored the depths of the 
sea, and traveled to the moon???

– Three mutations:

• Neoteny

• Movement of the Occipital Foramen Magnum

• Tri-fold larynx 



Could Sexual Selection
Drive Natural Selection?

• Geoffrey Miller proposes that sexual selection might 
have contributed by creating evolutionary modules 
such as Archaeopteryx feathers as sexual ornaments, at 
first. 

• The Protarchaeopteryx, discovered in the early 1990s, 
had well-developed feathers but no sign of the 
top/bottom asymmetry that gives wings lift. 

• The feathers may have served as sexual ornaments 
such as those found in Peacocks today. 

• If proto-bird courtship displays combined displays of 
forelimb feathers with energetic jumps, then the 
transition from display to aerodynamic functions could 
have been relatively smooth.[



Why Does Variation Matter?
“The Tangled Bank” Hypothesis

• Variation is crucial to the driving forces of natural 
selection because pressures rarely remain the 
same for long (“Red Queen”)

• Sexual reproduction increases diversity by genetic 
shuffling of traits for each offspring
– This can lead to competition between siblings 

• “The Tangled Bank” Hypothesis envisions a 
tangled stream bank covered in competing 
organisms.
– The best opportunity a parent organism has of 

creating a successful offspring in such a saturated 
market is to diversify each organism in hopes that one 
or two can meet all the criteria for survival



Evolutionary Rule #10
The Island Theory

• This was the motivation behind E.O. Wilsons 
island theory

– This theory suggested that evolution is far more 
rapid on islands because gene flow is restricted 
and selective pressures are increased

– Beneficial mutant genes are far more likely to 
dominate in an island population

– Islands do not have to be surrounded by water!

• Earthquakes, the formation of mountains, and many 
anthropogenic (human) creations


